
 
DRAGAN FARM is looking for a  

Store Coordinator! 
Customer focused and passionate about organic food 

Who we are: 
For 4 generaBons our family has called this farm home and our business is very much an extension of our family. We value our 

community and strive for a friendly supporBve work environment. 
 

Our Values: 
We work with nature, to support its ability to regenerate.  

We are interested in closing the loop. We grow, sell, repurpose and rebuild. Every step is important and respected, just like every 
member of our team. 

Our Culture: 
We welcome customers to relax when they visit the farm, and we hope that they can reconnect with nature and refuel with the 

best possible quality organic produce.


We are looking for a professional and customer service-oriented Store Manager to oversee daily 
operations at our store. As the Store Manager, you will supervise the operational and 
organisational standards of the store. Your duties will include undertaking administrative tasks, 
monitoring inventory levels, and proposing business development opportunities

The ideal candidate must be able to improve customer satisfaction. In addition to being an 
excellent communicator, you should also demonstrate outstanding interpersonal and cooperation 
skills.


Your Responsibilities: 
Deliver excellent service to ensure high levels of customer satisfaction.

Cooperate well with all the team members of the farm.

Propose business growth opportunities to attract new customers, expand store traffic, and 
enhance profitability.

Respond to customer complaints and concerns in a professional manner.

Ensure store compliance with health and safety regulations.

Develop and arrange promotional material and in-store displays.

Share detailed feedback on buying trends, customer requirements and best sellers.

Monitor inventory levels and order new items.


What you will bring: 
High school diploma or equivalent qualification.

A minimum of 3 years’ experience working in a retail environment

Strong collaboration and customer management abilities.

Customer service-oriented with in-depth knowledge of basic business management processes.

Excellent communication and interpersonal skills.

Balance attention to detail with swift execution, we need to do things quickly, and we need to do 
them well. Balancing those can be challenging, and this should be a strength.

Proactive and problem solving.


Working Days, Hours and location: 
Wednesday and Friday, 9am to 5pm, DRAGAN FARM shop


